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Abstract. Despite the great progress in quadrupedal robotics during
the last decade, selecting good contacts (footholds) in highly uneven and
cluttered environments still remains an open challenge. This paper builds
upon a state-of-the-art approach, already successfully used for humanoid
robots, and applies it to our robotic platform; the quadruped robot ANY-
mal. The proposed algorithm decouples the problem into two subprob-
lems: first a guide trajectory for the robot is generated, then contacts are
created along this trajectory. Both subproblems rely on approximations
and heuristics that need to be tuned. The main contribution of this work
is to explain how this algorithm has been retuned to work with ANY-
mal and to show the relevance of the approach with a variety of tests in
realistic dynamic simulations.
Keywords: Motion Planning · Contact Planning · Legged Robotics ·
Quadruped Robots
1 Introduction
Many quadruped robots have shown great control capabilities while moving on
difficult terrains such as grass, ice or stairs. However, many examples mostly
rely on the intrinsic robustness of quadruped robots and reactive locomotion ap-
proaches based on body velocity estimation, to reject unpredicted perturbations.
Navigating through highly uneven and cluttered environments, often with only
a small set of potential footholds, is still an open problem. Some of the the most
impressive results on the problem come from the DARPA Learning Locomotion
project using the LittleDog robot [1]. This small quadruped was able to navi-
gate through terrains with rocks of a size comparable to its body. However, such
performance has still to be reproduced on bigger quadruped robot platforms.
? This research is supported by the UKRI and EPSRC (EP/R026084/1,
EP/R026173/1, EP/S002383/1) and the EU H2020 project MEMMO (780684). This
work has been conducted as part of ANYmal Research, a community to advance
legged robotics.
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In this paper, we present an approach to automatically compute a contact
plan on challenging and uneven terrains. This is only the first step towards our
goal to build a generic framework, that can produce consistently good plans for
most environments that a quadruped robot can encounter. However, this is an
important step since several papers have shown that once a feasible footstep
plan has been generated, a stable Whole-Body trajectory can be computed in
real-time [2,3].
1.1 Related Work
Planning contacts is a difficult problem as the algorithm needs to simultaneously
take into account the capabilities of the robot (kinematics and dynamics) and
the shape of the terrain (non-smooth and cluttered). On one hand, the non-
continuity and non-convexity resulting from uneven terrain and obstacles make
the problem difficult to solve using optimization techniques. On the other hand,
the number of degrees of freedom and the contact constraints make the problem
difficult to solve with sampling-based methods. Moreover, checking for collisions
between the robot and the environment make this problem even more difficult
to solve fast enough to result in a reactive motion planner.
For simple cases like flat terrains, optimization techniques are able to cor-
rectly solve, simultaneously, the motion of the main body of the robot and its
footstep placements [4,5]. Using more complex models and solvers, the prob-
lem can be reformulated to solve motion on other terrains [6,7]. However, this
algorithm is doomed to fall into local minima, e.g. ignoring intermediate steps
on stairs or trying to jump over impassable obstacles. Such behaviors can be
reduced by first relaxing the complementary constraint of contacts then slowly
converging back to the initial problem [8,9,10]. Alternatively, one can decom-
pose the non-smooth terrain into different convex and even patches, and rely on
Mixed-Integer Programming to find the best patches for each footstep [11,12].
However the computation time of those approaches make them difficult to use
on a real robot. Overall, optimization techniques are not well suited for collisions
and all of the presented approaches ignore this problem.
Another common approach is to rely on Graph Search [13,14,15]. The space
of possible footsteps is discrete and actions are selected using graph search algo-
rithms, such as A*. However, such approaches quickly become too computation-
ally expensive when solving for a large number of footsteps and/or considering
the movement of the main body.
A final set of methods are based on machine learning. Approaches based on
supervised learning [12,16] take the foosteps generated by a planner, or from
motion capture as an input, so the resulting plan will be efficient/feasible only
if the initial planner or the motions captured correspond to the capabilities of
the robot. Reinforcement learning has shown more and more impressive results
during the last few years [17,18] but, as of yet, the results are limited to either
flat ground or to behaviors that are unsuitable for real robot hardware on other
terrains.
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Fig. 1: The steps of the acyclic reachability-based planner.
In this paper, we apply the work of Steve Tonneau et al. [19] on our robotic
platform, ANYmal [20], and explain some of the adjustments that need to be
done to successfully compute feasible contact plans.
The next Section describes in more detail the decomposition of the con-
tact planning problem and the different algorithms used to solve it. Section 3
discusses the different adaptations and tuning that were necessary to compute
more realistic contact plans and Section 4 shows the resulting contact plans and
the tests of those trajectories in a physically realistic simulation environment.
2 Planner Description
Fig. 1 shows the general structure of the pipeline used to generate a whole-body
trajectory. First, an algorithm analyses the environment to extract the set of
possible contact surfaces. The planning problem is then decomposed into two
subproblems, as described in [19]; the algorithm searches for a trajectory of
the main body of the robot, then contacts are created along this trajectory. This
decomposition allows for a considerable reduction in problem complexity, as after
the trajectory for the main body is found each limb is considered separately. The
following Sections explain these different blocks in more detail.
2.1 Foothold Affordances
As a first step, the algorithm analyses the entire environment model to find which
surfaces can be used to generate contacts. In this case, we consider the surfaces
on which the robot can push. The criteria used to select whether a surface can
be a contact surface are its inclination with respect to the vertical axis and the
minimum size of the affordance.
Moreover, affordance analysis is used to avoid selecting contact points too
close to an edge, to avoid the foot slipping and falling. Fig. 6d shows an example
of possible contact surfaces after such affordance analysis.
2.2 Root Planner
A guide path for the main body of the robot is generated, in which static equi-
librium is feasible. Some previous works have sampled for static equilibriums
feasibility at intervals along the guide path [21]. However this is a very taxing
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(a) Risk of collision. (b) Not reachable. (c) Valid body position.
Fig. 2: The reachability condition is met by the figure on the right, and not by the
other two. The root (red) is free from colliding with the environment geometry
while the reachable space of the limbs (green) intersect the environment, meaning
that contact can be created.
process, so equilibrium feasibility is in this part approximated by contact reach-
ability. This maintains the low problem dimensionality and minimises computa-
tion time.
A root configuration is said to be contact reachable if the environment inter-
sects with the limb workspace and not the main body. If the main body intersects
the environment, this implies collision, but if the environment does not intersect
with the limb workspace then the robot cannot reach the environment to create
contact. Therefore the region between these extremes, in which contact can be
created without the body colliding, is considered to meet the reachability condi-
tion. Fig. 2 shows several examples where only the last one is considered a valid
body position.
A root path is then planned using an optimised Bi-RRT algorithm, propa-
gating a random tree from both the start and goal positions to rapidly generate
a complete trajectory, with sub-trajectories being validated by the reachability
condition. In addition, planing of the root trajectory is done in both position
and velocity spaces, i.e. kinodynamic planing, as explained in [22].
2.3 Contact Planner
Given an initial whole-body configuration and a root trajectory, a sequence of
whole-body configurations following this trajectory is computed, each separated
by one step, to finish at the goal configuration. A step is defined as the breaking
of one contact with the environment, followed by the creation of another contact
for the same limb. This means that for each configuration, all 4 legs are in
contact, which in turn means the current approach is limited to walking gaits,
that can potentially be acyclic.
Selection of the Stepping leg. The root trajectory is first discretized into
equidistant intervals. On each interval, an inverse kinematic algorithm moves the
root of the robot while trying to maintain the contacts. If it succeeds without
collision, all contacts are maintained. If one contact cannot be maintained, the
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(a) The octree and the environ-
ment intersect.
(b) Keep only the configurations
close to a surface.
(c) Select a configuration accord-
ing to the heuristic.
(d) Project to a surface; check col-
lisions and stability.
Fig. 3: Generation of a new contact.
corresponding leg will be the stepping leg. If several contacts need to be broken,
the interval is further subdivided so that only one contact will have to change.
On flat terrains, this algorithm will naturally result in a cyclic gait. However
on more difficult terrains, where the footsteps can have different lengths or parts
of the environment interfere with the movements of the robot, the algorithm is
able to adapt and generate acyclic motions.
Contact Generation. Once the stepping leg is selected, the algorithm needs
to project the corresponding foot to the new contact location. To reduce the
computation time and select both the most suitable contact location and leg
configuration, a database of leg configurations is used.
Offline, a database of random configurations is generated and stored in an
octree data structure according to the foot position. Online, this octree is inter-
sected with the environment to retrieve a set of leg configurations close to con-
tact. Then, one of these configurations is selected (using a user-defined heuristic)
to be projected into contact.
If the projection of the leg succeeds and the resulting whole-body configura-
tion is statically stable and without collision, the configuration is kept and the
algorithm continues to the next step. If not, the next (according to the heuristic)
leg configurations are tested until a valid whole-body configuration is found.
Moreover, we check that there exist a feasible dynamic transition between
each configuration using the algorithm presented in [23]. An example of the
resulting sequence of configuration is shown in Fig. 3.
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(a) Reachability. (b) Tuned Reachability. (c) Tuned Reachability.
Fig. 4: The range of motion of the ANYmal robot before (left) and after (centre
and right) retuning.
3 Adjustments to ANYmal
The algorithm is able to generate contact plans for any robot morphology on
different terrain, nonetheless it relies on different user inputs that need to be
adjusted for the robot at hand. These user inputs are mainly the shapes (range
of motions and non-collision with the main body) and the heuristics used to
select between leg configurations in the octree. The next sections present how
these inputs have been adjusted to generate more realistic contact plans for the
ANYmal quadruped robot.
3.1 Adjusting the Shapes for the Root Planner
The ranges of motion for each limb are generated by sampling random config-
urations. Only configurations in the range of the motor are sampled and con-
figurations that result in self-collision are rejected. The position of the feet are
saved, then ROMs are generated by constructing the convex hull of those foot
positions.
While this approach is valid for robots where the range of motion is limited
enough to actually correspond to possible contact positions, ANYmal’s joints
allow 360◦ rotations in both directions. To avoid the robot attempting to walk
upside-down (technically possible, but not suitable) and to avoid the robot walk-
ing with large steps that could generate high torques at the hips, the range of
the joints are limited and the range of motion is reduced by a factor of 0.85. Fig.
4 shows the different range of motions, before and after retuning.
Moreover, if the main body is close to the ground, the torques in the legs
become prohibitively large and the space where the legs can feasibly make con-
tact without colliding with the main body is greatly reduced. Therefore, a shape
corresponding to the non-collision constraint is added close to the ground, as
shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). This ‘V’ shape is used to allow smooth trajectories
on terrains like stairs.
3.2 Heuristics for Selecting the Leg Configurations in the Octree
Each sample of the leg configuration is scored based on two sets of heuristics.
The first uses all available offline parameters, to perform as much calculation as
possible ahead of time and reduce the required online computation.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5: Examples of instability due to poor heuristics. On the left, the hind legs’
reference position is too far forward under a forward motion. On the right, the
legs’ reference position is too far over in the direction of lateral motion.
In our case, this part is computed as a weighted distance (in configuration
space) between the sample configuration and the standard standing configuration
of the robot. This cost is used so the robot keeps a relatively constant config-
uration and avoids the motors making 360◦ rotations or constantly switching
between “X” and “O” configurations.
The second set of heuristics uses parameters that can only be determined
online, such as environment slope and the robot’s direction of motion. Samples
close to the reference position are favoured to increase controllability, stability
and maintain motion towards the goal. This reference position is set as the
position of the foot for a reference limb configuration and a main body position
at time t+∆t. ∆t must then be adjusted to avoid the support polygon becoming
too small as in Fig. 5a or to prevent limbs being placed far across from the body
and overlapping other legs as in Fig. 5b.
4 Results
This Section shows the results obtained with the contact planner and the ex-
periments in physically realistic simulation, using the Gazebo simulator. All
trajectories shown are obtained using the open source planner HPP and its im-
plementation of the reachability-based planner [24,25].
For the set of weights, parameters and shapes used in this work please refer
to https://github.com/Mathieu-Geisert/hpp-rbprm and https://github.
com/Mathieu-Geisert/hpp-rbprm-corba under branch “anymal.”
The pipeline presented in this paper is tested on terrains of progressively
varying difficulty:
– Flat floor.
– Terrains with small height variation and obstacles like Fig. 6a.
– Flat surfaces but with large height variation like the stairs in Fig. 6b.
– Non-flat surfaces with large height variation like the rubble terrain from the
DARPA Robotics Challenge final in 2015 shown in Fig. 6c.
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(a) Slalom rubble. (b) Plinth.
(c) DARPA. (d) DARPA affordance.
Fig. 6: Samples of test environments.
Fig. 7: Top: the trajectory of the main body of the robot computed by the kin-
odynamic planner. Bottom: the reachability condition at several configurations.
4.1 Generation of the contact plan
The guide path planner has proven very robust, and has given trajectories for the
root to follow in all tested environments, including the DARPA rubble terrain
challenge. In comparison with the previous version of the algorithm that was
not based on kinodynamic planning, the generated trajectories are smooth and
have no sudden change of direction. An example of root trajectory is shown in
Fig. 7. This smoothness allow us to use the motion of the root for the heuristic
of the contact planner.
The contact planner implemented has been very effective at producing a
set of footsteps in which static equilibrium is feasible. For each environment
yet tested, the computation time can vary between each test but the planner
always produces contacts that follow the guide path while avoiding collision and
statically unstable configuration. This suggests that the reachability condition
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Fig. 8: Contact plan over the DARPA environment, top to bottom and left to
right, ANYmal is walking to the left. Each coloured ball represents a planned
footstep, where each colour corresponds to a different leg.
is a reasonable approximation to have static equilibrium for a quadruped robot.
Fig. 8 shows an example of sequence of configuration generated by the planner.
Tab. 1 shows the computation time for each algorithm of the planner. For
those tests, an important factor that influence the computation time is the size
of the boxes of the octree and the number of generated samples for each limb.
In those examples, we use 1 cm3 boxes populated with 50000 samples. The gen-
eration of this octree takes about 5.4 s, but for an real usage on the robot, this
octree would only need to be constructed once.
4.2 Tests in Simulation
As shown on Fig. 1, once a contact plan is generated we can use the Free Gait
controller [26] of the ANYmal to generate the corresponding trajectory for the
whole-body. Trajectories are simulated in the Gazebo simulator, which includes
constraints such as contacts, velocity and torque limits, that have not been
explicitly addressed thus far in the planning pipeline.
Table 1 shows the rate of success for the ANYmal to execute the contact plan.
The rate of success is high on simple terrains – and most failures come from the
fact the robot does not take into account the environment when computing the
leg trajectories – but it quickly decreases on more complex terrains.
An important part of the failures comes from too high torques. Even if the
shape of the range of motion was scaled down in the root planner, the contact
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Fig. 9: The ANYmal in dynamical simulation for different environments. Foot-
steps appear as red spheres while red curves represent the interpolated foot
trajectories between consecutive footsteps.
Environments Affordance Root Contact (Number of steps) Success
Flat ground (5 m) 1.36 ms 0.54 s 3.30 s (62.2) 20/20
Slalom debris 8.85 ms 0.82 s 5.48 s (79.1) 18/20
Plinth 2.27 ms 1.26 s 4.26 s (59.8) 12/20
DARPA 25.4 ms 2.18 s 8.94 s (29.9) 7/20
Table 1: Mean computation times and success in dynamic simulation, evaluated
over 20 runs for each environment.
planner can keep a contacts until it becomes unreachable. However, in the envi-
ronment with height variation, the torque limits are reached much sooner than
the reachability limits.
Another part of the failures comes from a too small support polygon. Al-
though the algorithm used to check stability is able to give us a robustness score,
this score reflects the margins between the contact forces and their friction cones
and not the margin with respect to the support polygon.
A video showing the trajectories presented in this paper is available via
https://youtu.be/AliQYvaB78E.
5 Conclusion
We demonstrated how the HPP planning pipeline can be adapted to automat-
ically generate trajectories for our ANYmal quadruped robot, on a variety of
challenging terrains. We showed that the generated motion plans can be vali-
dated on a physically realistic simulation, and outlined the challenges that can
cause execution to fail. The generation of the full contact plan on average takes
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less than 7 s for approximately 50 steps on an environment with many surfaces,
on commodity hardware. This makes this algorithm a suitable choice for online
replanning in a receding horizon manner.
However, the success rate in dynamic simulation is still too low to allow for
unsupervised deployment on the real robot. This problem is primarily a result
of the controller. The controller used to generate the whole-body motion and
control the center-of-mass motion is too restrictive and sometimes fails to find
a trajectory to link the sequence of static configurations. More specifically, the
controller only computes quasi-static trajectories that often reach the limit of the
support polygon or that generate high torques. Using a more advanced controller,
with a prediction horizon [2,3], would allow us to compute dynamic motions of
the CoM and result to more robust execution of the contact plans.
In future work, we aim to use this planning pipeline on the real ANYmal
quadruped robot in a set of benchmark examples similar to the environments
presented in this work.
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